
LA JOLLA YOUTH BASEBALL FIELD LINING 
GUIDE AND FIELD PREPERATION 

Each field has the following field lining equipment that is needed to line the fields: 

1. Bases 
2. Base anchor dig out tool 
3. Batter’s Box Template 
4. String and string spike 
5. Paint cans (12 in a box – main storage is the Bronco shed if you are out) 
6. Paint striping cart 
7. Watering hose 

Step One: Put out the bases.  Use the dig out tool to remove any dirt that is in the ground anchor so the 
base fits properly.  DO NOT jam the base into the ground anchor by jumping on it.  It will not come back 
out if you do that!  Place the rubber plugs that were in the ground anchor off to the first and third base 
fence and put them back after removing the bases. 

 

Step Two: Outline the batter’s box using the template pictured below.  Make sure the template is 
aligned correctly with home plate so the batter’s boxes are facing straight out and not at an angle.  
(Pinto does not have the home plate guide as it will not fit in the Pinto shed.) Use the spike on the end 
of the winded string to trace the outline.  Trace the inside of the template box. 

 



Step Three: Mark the batter’s box lines with the paint striping machine pictured below.  NOTE: The 
paint will adhere to moist dirt significantly better than dry dusty dirt.  If the dirt is extremely dry water 
the areas to be marked lightly.  The paint striping cart has an arrow in the front to show where the paint 
will come out.  

The box the paint is held in will move up for a wider line and down for a narrower line by loosening the 
wing nuts, moving the box and then tightening.  Make sure you shake the paint cans well.  Note the top 
of the spray can has a slit where the paint comes out.  Align the slit correctly to get a wide line.  If the 
can was used previously scrape off the excess paint that may have dried over the nozzle.  (Using your 
finger nail works well.)  Remember to replace the batter’s box template in the storage shed! 

 

 

 

Step Four – Line the foul lines using the winding string.  Pound the string spike into the ground about 
an inch behind the point of home plate. (Note: The picture uses a nail. The spike we have will not go in 
that close to the plate as there is a huge base underneath it.  You have to go back about an inch.)  Run 
the string down the first base foul line just past the outside of third base.  The base is in fair territory and 
so is the foul pole so the string should hit the outside of both.  (Many times the grass behind third and 
first is already lined so no need to go over it again.)  You will get a cleaner line if you remove 1st and 3rd 
base after you run the string.  The striping cart doesn’t work so well when you run it over the base!   



 

 

Repeat for 1st base after doing 3rd.  On first base there is a running lane line that starts half way between 
home and first and extends just past the first base bag.  The running lane is 3 feet wide.  Depending on 
time constraints and personal preference you can add this line if you choose.  We typically do not do the 
coaches boxes since no one stands in them anyway. 

 



 

Step Five: Once the field is lined remember to put everything back or out of the way if there is another 
game after yours.  It’s a good time to turn on the scoreboard and get the remote out.  The fans really 
appreciate knowing what the score is so please make the effort to use the scoreboards. 

 

 

 

 


